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Tiger Brotherhood
Adds 16 Members
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Scabbard And Blade, Honorary Military Society, Receives
Six New Members At Meeting Held At College Recently
Initiations Will
Begin Next Week

Formal Initiation To Be Held
At Clemson During Next Week
The Tiger Brotherhood, service and leadership organization of Clemson, met Tuesday night, October 5, in the Tiger
Brotherhood room to elect new members. Fourteen students, a minister, and a professor, were elected to membership.
The new members are as follows: Charlie Bussey, textile manufacturing sophomore from Henderson, N. C; John Duffie, chemical engineering sophomore of
Sumter; Clyde Glenn, arch-itee
ture senior of Anderson; Walter
Hendrix, mechanical engineering
senior of Heath Springs; Bill
Doctors G. W. Crawford and J. Hood, pre-medical junior of HickE. Miller of the Physics Depart- ory Grove.
Also, Jim Humphries, mechaniment have recently been awarded a research grant by the Na- cal engineering junior of Columbia; Cecil Kirby, electrical engitional Science Foundation.. ,The neering senior of Sumter; Lawpurpose of this grant is to aid in rence Starkey, arts and sciences
the study of crystaline transfor- junior of Clemson; Joe Taylor,
textile engineering sophomore of
mation.
Arlington, Virginia; and Laurens
The grant is for one year and Wilson, mechanical engineering
its value is $5,700. The program junior of Kingstree.
Also, Jim Coleman, textile
under study is the crystalline
transformation of sulphur. This manufacturing sophomore of
Honea Path; Robert Tanner, mechange in the structure of sulphur chanical engineering sophomore
is known to take place during of Easley; Gene Metz, architectemperature changes, but nobody tural engineering senior of Anderknows -why.
son; and Wayne Davis, arts and
sciences senior of Liberty.
Crawford and Miller are makIn addition to the students, the
ing a concentrated attempt to Rev. George Cannon, minister of
solve this riddle by combining X- the Clemson Methodist Church,
rays, the electron microscope, op- and Professor Joe Lindsey, of the
tics, and solid state physics. School of Arts and Sciences, were
Clemson has realized the import- welcomed to membership.
ance of their work and freed them
The formal initiation of the orof a quarter of their teaching ganization will be held on Tuestime to devote to the problem.
day and Thursday of next week.
Dr. Miller was in Milwaukee
iron} September 27- to October 2
attending a school in X-ray chrystallography to gain new ideas and
approaches to the problem. Dr.
On October 4, 1954, the senior
Crawford is going to Chicago
October 14-16 to attend the Elec- members of the American Society
tron Microscope Society of Am- of Agricultural Engineers made a
erica in order to obtain more in- field trip to Pickens, S. C. There
formation in this phase of the they viewed a layout of the Government-Farmer Flood Control
study.
project which is now being put
The professors plan to devote a into effect just south of Pickens.
great amount of time to the study One of the $20,000 flood and sedduring the school year and some iment dams was almost completresults may begin to show by late ed.
spring. It is felt, however, that
The trip was made in connecmost findings will come next tion with a study of soil and
summer when they will work full water conservation under supertime with a graduate student.
vision of Professor A. W. Snell.

With drill ceremonies on
Tuesday afternoon, the Scabbard and Blade took in six
new members. The new members are cadets chosen for
their military and scholastic
ability.

Doctors Crawford
And Miller Get
Research Grant

Miss Drada Pate of Bennettsville, receives a bouquet of roses
from George Bennett, president of the Central Dance Association,
on being selected "Rat Queen'' for 1954. Miss Pate was selected during the Friday night dance of the Rat Hop. She was escorted by Dick Bell of Myrtle Beach. (TIGER photo by Bob
Huey.)

Miss Drada Pate Selected As
1954 Rat Queen At Clemson
Miss Drada Pate, senior at Bennettsville High School, was
selected Friday night to reign as the 1954 Rat Queen. Each
year the Rat Queen is chosen from among the dates of freshmen attending the RAT HOP.
Miss Pate, escorted by Richard
Bell of Myrtle Beach, was selected as one of nine finalist in a
grand march staged by the freshmen and their dates.
Miss Pate was selected above
the other eight finalist at a special intermission party. After intermission George Bennett, president of the Central Dance Association presented Miss Pate to
the crowd as the Rat Queen of
1954. At that time she was presented with a bouquet of roses by
Clemson Florist, and a silver loving cup by Mr. R. H. Snoddy,
compliments of Clemson Jewelers.
At the same time she and her
date were invited to eat breakfast
at the Clemson Cafeteria. She
was presented two tickets to the
buffet style supper at the Clemson House for Saturday night and
was given $5 by Dan's, and given
a box of candy by L. C. Martin's
Drug Company.
Saturday afternoon at the
Clemson-Virginia Tech football
game Miss Pate was driven onto
the field in a convertible and
again presented to the students.

Canterbury Clubs
To Hold Fall
Convention Here

The Clemson Canterbury Club
will be host to the fall convention
on the weekend of October 15-17.
Each college in the state having
a Canterbury Club will send del
egates to vote plus anyone else
interested in attending. Sixty
Episcopal students are expected
to take part in the activities of
the week-end.
The girls attending the convention will be.housed by members
of Holy Trinity Episcopal Church
in their homes. The boys will be
housed in the dormitories with
the students. The entire group
will eat all meals, except supper
Saturday afternoon, in the new
dining hall. Supper Saturday afternoon will be a picnic at the
"Y" Cabin on the river. Free
time will follow the picnic, as the
schedule is set now for either
dancing in the Parish House or a
tour of the campus.
The Clemson Canterbury Club
has been invited by the Converse
Canterbury Club to a trip to the
mountains on Sunday, October 10.
The two clubs will attend church
together in Spartanburg Sunday
Mr. Ba Than, prominent edu- morning, then .adjourn to the
cator and Y. M. C. A. layman of mountains for a picnic and genMandalay, Burma who is on an eral get-to-gether in the afterInternational Visitation Fellowship to North America, will be at
Clemson with Mr. Al Payne,
Southern Area Secretary of the
Y. M. C. A., on Sunday, Oct. 10.
Mr. Ba Than is an active man
with a wide range of interests. In
addition to his voluntary duties
The Amateur Radio Club held
with the Y. M. C. A., he is principal of the Royal Dioceasan High its first regular meeting Tuesday,
School in Mandalay and President October 5, in the radio room in
of the Mandalay Private School the basement of Sixth Barracks.
Teachers' Association. He is also Officers were elected for the
President of the Old Students' coming year. They were: PresiUnion, Chairman of the Mandalay dent, N. D. Steele from Statesville,
Christian Home Committee and N. C; Vice-president, Bob Smith
Honorary Secretary of the Man- from Landrum, S. C; Secretarydalay Archdeconry Committee. He treasurer, Toogie Foster from
is choir master of Christ Episcopal Spartanburg, S. C.
After the business session an
Church and an active member of
many parish and diocesan com- interesting talk on modulators
mittees of the Anglican Church. was delivered by Professor ThursMr. Ba Than's wife is president ton of the Electrical Engineering
of the Mandalay Y. W. C. A. and department. Before the meeting
teaches in the school. The Thans adjourned, Mr. Thurston was
have nine children. The oldest elected to honorary membership.
New members were informed
daughter hopes to come to America for graduate work when she that the informal initiation will
receives her undergraduate de- begin Tuesday, October 12. The
gree in Burma. Their two oldest formal initiation will be held
sons are now in training at the Tuesday, October 19. Anyone inRoyal Air Force Station, Halton, terested in joining the club should
contact N. D. Steele in room
England.
Mr. Al Payne who will speak at F-335 before October 12.
Vespers, is a graduate of the class
of '38. He has served as Y. M. C.
A. Secretary at V. P. I., at Texas
A & M, and more recently as ExTAPS payments may be made
ecutive Secretary of the Univer in the TAPS office in the basesity of Pittsburgh. At present he ment of seventh barracks any
is Student Secretary for the night after 7:30. All students
Southern Area with headquarters are urged to make these pay(Continued on page 3)
ments promptly.

ASAE Members
Take Field Trip

The new members of the Scabbard and Blade, ribbons from Colonel Werner, Commandant of Cad
who were taken into the organization at a ets._ (TIGER photo by Bob Huey).
parade on Tuesday afternoon, receive their

Unitarian Fellowship Sophomore Class Names Tillman
To Hold First Meeting Johnson As V-President For '54
The Unitarian Fellowship of
Clemson has announced its first
public meeting for 8 p. m. Sunday, October 10 in the Clemson
Y. M. C. A. Club Room No. 1.
Study and discussion of a sermon
of the Rev. Malcolm Sutherland,
"Everyone Under the Sun" will
be led by Dr. Ray Rutledge, fellowship president. The general
public is invited to this and other
fellowship meetings on subsequent Sunday nights.
Organization of the Clemson
group took place last spring when
it officially became a member of
the American Unitarian Association and of the Thomas Jefferson
Conference. This Conference is
made up of a number of fellowships and churches in the southeastern region of the country.
According to officials of the
Clemson group, Unitarians are
dedicated to the continual process
of discovering truth and to the
expression of the democratic position and principle, as applied to
religion.
Members of the executive committee besides President Rutledge
are Dr. Tate Lindsey, vice president; John T. Bregger, secretary;
and Dr. Norma Pearson, treasur-

World Visitor
To Speak At
Vesper Services

Steele Elected
As President Of
Radio Club

NOTICE!

Members of the State Budget and Control
Board, who visited Clemson on Monday and
Tuesday, enjoy the noon meal in the new din-

ing hall. The board was making its annual
visit to the Clemson campus. (TIGER photo
by Bob Huey.)

State Budget And Control Board Makes
Annual Visit To Clemson College Campus
Clemson was host to the State
Budget and Control Board On
Monday and Tuesday. The board,
which is making its annual visit
to all state institutions, arrived
at Clemson on Monday afternoon
and ended its stay with lunch in
the new dining hall on Tuesday.
The board is composed of five
members. They are the state
treasurer, Jeff B. Bates; the" comptroller general, E. C. Rhodes; the
chairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee, Charlie V.
Verner; the state auditor, James
Smith; and the governor-elect,
George Bell Timmerman, Jr.

Governor James Byrnes and
Senator Edgar A. Brown, chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, did not accompany the
group on the tour.
On Monday night the board met
in the Clemson Hou^e for supper.
The meeting was attended by the
deans and directors of the college.
At this meeting, Dr. R. F. Poole,
president of Clemson, welcomed
the budgetary group to the campus.
On Tuesday the board conducted an inspection of the facilities
of the college. For the noon meal,
the group met in the dining hall

and were served lunch with the
cadets.
At the close of the meal, Dr.
Poole introduced members of the
board that were present. Governor-elect Timmerman was greeted with a standing ovation and
was called upon to say a few
words to the assembled group. He
spoke briefly on his pleasure at
being at Clemson and praised the
work of Senator Daniel in making
Clemson the school it is today.
After the meal meeting, the
board left Clemson to continue
its inspection trip

Tillman Johnson was elected vice-president of the sophomore class in elections held last Thursday, September 30.
One hundred and forty-eight ballots were cast in the election.

Clemson Archilecl
Being Reorganized
Clemson Architectural students
have recently reorganized the
Clemson Architect, student publication of the department of Architecture, whose purpose is "To
furnish means of visual communication from the Department and
the students to practicing architects."
The organization has held two
meetings at which a constitution
was framed and the following
staff members were selected: Editor, Jim O'Hear, junior of Charleston; Associate Editor, J. D.
Rogers, sophomore of Easley;
Business Manager, Sam A. Brewton; Copy Editor, E. D. Pappas,
junior of Jacksonville, Fla.; Art
Director, William G. Faris, junior of Ridgeland; Circulation Manager, C. J. Nickles, sophomore of
Abbeville; Publisher's Agent, Ken
Miller, junior of Aiken; and Photo Editor, J. E. Bennett, junior of
Greer.
Others are the staff writers:
Tom Farmer, senior of Burlington, N. J.; E. D. Pappas; and Tom
Cunningham, junior of Greenville.
The Art Staff: Advertising,
William Parker, junior of Spartanburg; Layout: M. G. (Fuller,
junior of Florence; and Cartoonist: William C. Arbery, junior of
Garnet.
The Advertising Staff: J. F
Porter, sophomore of Winnsboro
Bill Brown; A. J. Parker, junior
of Spartanburg; W. P. McElveen,
junior of Columbia; George D
Auld, senior'of Greenville; and
Bill Turner, senior of Columbia.
Charles P. Graves is the faculty
advisor.
At the second meeting, publication procedure, finances, copy
material and deadlines, and gen
eral appearance and character of
the publication were discussed.
It is hoped that beginning next
semester the Clemson Architect
can be published twice a semester
with a possible edition near the
end of the present semester.

BSU Sponsoring
Radio Party Oct. 9
The Baptist Student Union is
sponsoring a radio party on the
afternoon of Saturday, October 9.
The party will begin at 1:30 p.
m. and all Baptist cadets and their
friends are cordially invited. Fifty
girls from Anderson College and
Furman University will be present.
The church radio will be set up
in the club room of the Baptist
Church to enable everyone to hear
the Clemson versus University of
Florida game.
Various indoor games will be
played by the group and refreshments will be served.

BEAT FLORIDA

Johnson, a mechanical engineering major of Aiken received
eighty votes. His opponent, John
Snoddy, a ceramic engineering
sophomore from Dillon, received
sixty-eight votes.
Pick Collins, chemical engineering major of Chester, was
elected treasurer of the sophomore class with 60 votes. The remaining ballots were cast for Bill
Dubose, entomology major of
Darlington, who polled 39 votes,
and Preston Stokes, civil engineering major of Charleston, who
polled 49 votes.
Dixon Lee, agricultural engineering major of Dillon, was
elected as representative of the
sophomore class. He received 64
votes. His opponents, Kit
Mathews, mechanical engineering
major of Columbia, and Wistar
Metz, electrical engineering major
from Clemson, received forty-six
and thirty-eight votes, respective
ly.
Elections for sophomore class
officers were necessary because
several of the officers elected last
year did not return to school this
semester. The class- offices are
now filled.

Warren Speaks At
Wesley Foundation
Rev. Edwin Warren, of Dillard, Gal, was heard at last
night's Wesley Foundation meeting at the Clemson Methodist
Church on the subject, "Protestantism and Catholicism." At the
end of the meeting, refreshments
were served by the ladies of the
church.
Next week's speaker will be
Dr. Jack Williams of the Clem
son history department, who will
speak on the "Christian Outlook
On the World Situation." Dr. Williams is a former Sunday School
teacher for the Wesley Foundation.

Alpha Zeta
Starts Initiations
Sir new members are undergoing informal initiation this week
into Alpha Zeta, national honorary agricultural fraternity. Alpha
Zeta members are selected on the
basis of their scholarship, leadership, and character.
The initiates are the following:
Willis W. Crain, a dairy senior
from Chester; and Richard F. Elliot, Jr., an animal husbandry
junior from Rimini, S. C.
Also Alfred H. Hudson, an animal husbandry junior from Bluffton; James D. Martin, an agricultural engineering senior from Lyman, S. C; James A. Murphy, an
agricultural engineering senior
from Starr and Chauneey D.
Smith, a dairy senior from Spartanburg.

Those accepted into the organization are as follows: W. C. Howard, textile chemistry major of
Canton, N. C, who is a cadet
captain and company commander;
T. W. Bookhart, electrical engineering major of Kingstree, who is
regimental executive officer; and
D. L. Harrison, textile manufacturing major of Brunson, who is
a battalion executive officer.
Also, R. G. Hill, ceramics major of Florence, who is regimental
supply officer; W. F. Harper, textile manufacturing major of York,
who is regimental chaplain; and
J. A. Cox, horticulture major of
Youngs Island, who is a company
commander.
The Scabbard and Blade is a
national honorary military society for cadets in the advanced
course of the ROTC. To be eligible for membership a cadet
must have achieved honors in
both military and scholastic lines,
and must prove himself worthy
of nomination to the organization.
The purpose of the society is to
promote a more patriotic feeling
for the national defense and to
promote good fellowship among
the cadet officers.

r*^

Miss Universe
Speaks At Vesper
Services Here

Last Sunday a large crowd of
students attended Vespers at the
Clemson YMCA, where they heard
a fine program presented by students of * Lander College. Featured were Misses Miriam Stevenson and Eleanor Jester who
gave talks concerning Christian
living and service. Following the
services Miss Stevenson told the
group in an informal manner
some of the reasons why she decided to come back to complete
her college work.
Mr. Al Payne, Southern Area
Secretary of the YMCA, will speak
at Vespers on Sunday, October 10.
Mr. Ba Than, prominent educator
and YMCA layman of Mandalay,
Burma will be at Clemson with
Mr. Payne.
Also on Sunday, October 10, a
group of students under the leadership of Tom Bookhart, President of the Clemson "Y", and P.
B. Holtzendorff, Jr., general secretary will visit Columbia College and the University of South
Carolina in Columbia to present
a vesper program. The chairman
of the Clemson deputation group
is Jess White, a senior from
Greensboro, N. C.
The annual Fall Training Conference for YMCA workers will
be held at Camp Long near Aiken
October 8, 9, 10. Rev. George
Cannon, Methodist minister at
Clemson, is one of the principal
speakers and Mr. Charlie Commander, General Secretary of the
YMCA at Georgia Tech, is also
one of the featured speakess. Mr.
Al Payne of Atlanta and Mr. Ba
Than will also have part on the
program. Delegates are expected
from 14 schools and colleges in
South Carolina. Mr. Roy Cooper,
Associate Secretary of the YMCA
at Clemson is advisor to the group.
Mr. Willie Neville of PC is President; Tumpy Payne of Columbia
is Vice-President; Harriet Ann
Floyd of Winthrop is Secretary;
and Bobby Arnold of Clemson and
Laurens is Treasurer. Zane Brock
of Clemson and Iva is Publicity
Chairman.
Sunday, October 17, a delegation from the University of South
Carolina is scheduled to present
the Vesper Program. Miss Rankin Suber, who has been active in
church work will attend and have
a part on the program.

NOTICE!
October 9 is the last day on
which a student can drop a
subject without having it posted on his record. Students
should secure drop cards at
the Registrar's Office not later
than October 8 in order to
complete the procedure by the
deadline of Saturday.
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THE TIGER — "He Roars For Clemson A & M"

DON'T GET ME WRONG, BUT

Social Life Is Fine
But Remember Studies

The New Dormitories Should Be Cleaned
Up Better Before Students Occupy Them

TALK all over the campus. Have school spirit. Support
the team. Do your part in making Clemson the greatest
it has ever been. Take care of the new buildings.
Have you forgotten your studies? That is why we are at
Clemson. To secure a good education to carry us through
the hard battles of securing a livelihood.

By LAWRENCE STARKEY
CARD SECTION OR NOT
Let's either have the card section or do
away with it entirely! It's surely embarrassing for the students, faculty, and alumni when the tricks are a failure.

But there are many of us who have neglected our studies
for the first part of this year. We have been caught up in
a whirlpool of football games, dances, adjusting to the new
conditions on campus, and trying to get home just one more
time on the weekends to see everybody before they leave
for school.

Something like this requires the co-operation of everyone in and near the section.
If only three-fourths or even seven-eights
of these people take an interest in it, the
trick has failed before even being performed.

Mid—semester reports are a month away. And when we
get that semester report, we find that the first quiz' in a
course made the difference which we never quite could
make up.
•
•

I don't believe this necessarily reflects
on our ability to co-operate or our school
spirit. There are too many things being
rammed into the half-time activities. Saturday, while the cheerleader was trying to
explain how the trick was to be performed,
the public address system was blaring out
announcements.

Many of us are trying to jump into the social whirl around
school and let everyone know that we are here. "East is
East and West is West and never the twain shall meet." But
then the world wouldn't be round. You have to mix to remain normal and happy.
So, remember, mix the business and pleasure. It is good
for you and everybody else. But be sure and put the business first. That is why you are here and don't ever forget it.

Letters To Tom Are For TALK OF THE TOWN
You To Express Opinions The Troops Made It, A Real Fabulous
Week-End; The Laundry
IT IS a known fact that public opinion carries a lot of weight
in controversial matters, t This is trut throughout the
world.

Instead of getting out and expressing themselves publicly,
the majority of people simply gripe* among themselves and
expect to be heard.
Clemson College is in a period of upheaval. There have
been many problems which have confronted Clemson in the
past several months. Some people seem to know the answer to every problem. Instead of coming out and telling
everyone their answers, they merely try to stir up a few
of their fellow students. That is one thing the TIGER is
printed for—to furnish the student body of Clemson College
with a mouthpiece. We have a special column known as
letters to Tom Clemson which is comparable to letters to
the editor. It is the privilege of anyone to write their gripes
or commendations to Tom Clemson. The only stipulation is
that it must be signed by the writer.
This is the most logical way to get your viewpoints before
the public. Take advantage of it. Write Tom Clemson;
Box 269, Clemson.

TIGER Subscription
It is time to renew your TIGER subscription for the
school year 1954-55. Fill out the following and send with
$2.00 to The Tiger, Box 269, Clemson, S. C.
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By JOE McCOWN
LAST WEEK-END
I'd like to congratulate the troops for
making last week-end's Rat Hop one of the
best ever held at Clemson. Usually, the
Rat Hop turns out to be one of the poorest
dances of the year, attendance-wise, but
this time it was, to coin a phrase, "the
greatest." The support that the troops gave
the CDA by buying dance tickets will enable them to hire better bands for the dances scheduled for later on in the year.
When I say better bands, I don't mean
to say that the Jungaleers didn't put on a
good show, because they did. The general
concensus of opinion is that the Jungaleers
were as good, or better than any band that
has played here for several years. I think
that the Jungaleers and their leader, Lynn
Wyatt, have started the Clemson dance season off to one of its best starts in recent
years.
Of course, even on the best week-ends a
sour note is sometimes struck, as it happened this time during the half-time ceremonies at the football game. The band and
the Senior Platoon put on a good half time
show, but when the time rolled around for
the troops to put on their own half time
show via the card section method, the deal
fell through. The only show that was put
on by the students was a bad one. To begin with, people refused to fill up seats assigned to the card section, and those who
did condescend to sit in the section made a
point of leaving their seats during the half
time ceremonies, so that when the time
came for the card tricks, there weren't
enough people present to put on a show. Of
those people who did remain in the card
section, too many of them were as willing
to put on a half-time show as they were
to part with their right arm. To put it
bluntly, this attitude smells to high heaven.
A school is judged by its students and school
spirit is judged by the way in which its
students participate in a school's activities.
If Clemson was rated last week-end as to

school spirit during the farce that was made
of the card tricks, it woud rate as a poor
last. Perhaps, at the next home game,
someone will go to the time and trouble to
organize a card section. If they do, let's
try to make it a better show, for our own
sake, and for the sake of the school.
THE REASONS
One of the main questions around the
campus is what happened to the laundry? I
know that its cold comfort to listen to the
reason why something hasn't worked out as
you felt that it should, but here is the
reason why the laundry has been slow in
making deliveries. The first group of laundry to be delivered for washing is always
the largest of the year. This fact, coupled
with the fact that time must be taken to assign laundry numers to the freshmen, and
then to mark the freshmen's laundry properly adds up to quite a big job. This job,
by chance, happened to fall at a time when
the laundry had had a turnover in personnel, so it had to be handled by people who
had not had very much experience. Therefore, the laundry fell behind schedule in
its deliveries. However, the laundry has
already gaine'd two days on its schedule,
and in another two or three weaks the laundry service should be up to par.
Another question that arose last week is
what happened to the pep rally that should
have taken •place before the VPI game. The
answer to this is relatively simple. The
band had to practice for the half-time show
last Thursday night, and therefore they
could not attend the pep rally. Without
the band, the pep rally would probably
have flopped, so no rally was held.
ORCHIDS
The orchids of the week should go to the
person who stopped the unrestrained use of
electric razors. Now, maybe someone can
turn his radio on to a program without getting a solo courtesy of the character down
the hall who is making with the electric
razor.
,

A Word To The Wise
By WAYNE DAVIS,
Assistant Cadet Chaplain
At one time or the other all of us have dents in mind, Since they are student cenbeen subjected to the rigors of orientation. tered, suppose let's give them a try. If you
We were advised as to where to find the li- are on the campus Sunday morning and
brary, laundry, main building, and other have not yet made a trip to the church of
spots of interest. Very few ever make it your choice, take advantage of the opporback to the library, except when the pro- tunity to join in the fellowship. Your abfessor makes jt a "must" proposition.' We sence is a negative vote in respect to their
get to the laundry in the wee hours of the value and worth.
morning during our freshman year. Our
Students and faculty members of other
visits to the main building almost end with colleges are amazed to learn that here at
Clemson each Wednesday night is set aside
sophomore literature.
If we dig back a little deeper in our mem- and designated as church night. Last week
ory we will find that somewhere along the the TIGER published a schedule that is to
be followed in regard to when the varline the subject of church was mentioned.
We were even informed that there was a ious clubs and organizations of the camchurch similar to the one back home. Yes, pus are authorized to hold their meetings.
if you will look around you will find that May I point out that the hour from 6:30
practically all of the major denominations to 7:30 p. m. each Wednesday is set aside
of our land have churches here in Clem- for the exclusive use of the church organison.
None of us would vote to abolish zations. (Take note, Club Presidents).
Look over your personal schedule and if
these organizations. On the contrary, we
would do more than voice our disapproval it does not include attendance at church, it
needs some revision. From now on supif their freedom was impaired in any way.
A glance at a few of the typical Wednes- pose our goal be that the church attendance
day night programs and some of the Sun- exceed the number in the movies and dorday morning sermon topics reveals that mitories on Wednesday night. The divimost of the planning is done with the stu- dends will be much better for all!

I can easily imagine the time and effort
consumed in preparation for the card section. It was seemingly in vain for the V.
P. I. game.
The pictures and patterns formed by the
cards can be a real addition to the game, but
it's better not to do anything at all than to
do it badly. What about it?
EVERY STUDENT, A JANITOR
Some may think that criticism flows most
freely from this pen. I like to think that
it is all, in some way or another, constructive. This week I'd like to write about students having to spend hours cleaning out
the rooms in the new dormitories before
they can move in.
Moving into the new dormitories may
lend a certain privilege, but the privilege
is surely blinded by the condition of the
froom. Cups and cups of dust are settled
around the rooms, the windows are dirty,
and a conglomeration of twisted staples
and pieces of wire clutter the room in such

a manner as to deject the most energetic
newcomer to the dormitory.
I believe I'm correct in assuming that in
most construction jobs, this is the job of
the construction company. It is an understood, and expected courtesy. One student said he didn't want to move in the dormitories now because he would have to
spend four or five afternoons cleaning up
his room.
WHEN DO WE EAT?
Wouldn't it simplify matters if we ate at
the same time every night in the Dining
Room? On Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday, meals are served at 5:15, while on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, they are at
5:40. It would be a definite advantage to
the clubs and organizations for meals to
end at approximately the same time.
THEY'RE IN THE CLOUDS
There seem to be some starry-eyed Y. M.
C. A. Cabinet members after their visit
from Miriam Stevenson, or "Miss Universe"
and other girls from Lander College, Sunday night. Miriam was on the Vespers program.
Incidentally, the "Y" auditorium was
packed from front to rear. It would be
fine to have that many every Sunday night.
COMMENTS
I don't believe I ever saw anyone improve more in a week than did the Band.
They were certainly in top shape for the
game Saturday and gave their best performance of the year. All the comment I
heard was favorable.
I don't want to hear anyone knocking
Clemson's spirit after Saturday. I think
the very fact that the troops stayed past the
first quarter of that game was proof that
we had a lot of spirit.

:- DISCO-PA-TION
By Mack McDaniel

What a weekend! You rats
really had some beauties at the
dance. Lets hope that the remaining dances are even better.
That Harry James idea sounds
good. I don't know what's happened but the CDA is really sharp
this year and I'm sure that they'll
pay off with some great dances.
Georgt Shearing, one of the
most popular of the modern pianists, has filed formal application
for naturalization citizenship papers. George, an Englishman by
birth, has spent much of his time
studying a bulky Braille volume
of American history and government. He plans to file for final
exams during his Christmas holidays engagement at Birdland.
Among his famous recordings are
September in the Rain, Don't
Blame Me, and Lullaby of Birdland.
Jerry Lewis (The Caddy, Living it Up, Sailor Beware) will
finance a Buddy Rich band venture. Jerry is an excellent drummer himself and has been a personal friend of Buddy's for many
years. Buddy says "Right now I
haven't decided whether we'll
have eight or eighteen men in it,
but they'll be the best in the busi-

ness."
The book-of-the-month club
has added records to their schedule. They are 12 inch long
playing'and sell for $3.60.
Columbia University will conduct a course on jazz appreciation
in their fall program. It will consist of ten weekly lectures. It
will include the entire history of
jazz and is called "Adventures in
Jazz."
"Shake, Rattle, and Roll" went
over big at the dance.' The arrangement was an original by
Lynn Wyatt.
Quite a number of people have
become interested in the new fad,
high fidelity, but many don't
know where to start. The first
investment should be a good amplifier. It can be in the kit form
or a pre-assembled unit and
should come up to the high standards of good high fidelity equipment. It may be used with existing equipment which can be
gradually replaced by quality
components. The price of good
equipment is high but it pays in
the long run to stay away from
bargains. Reliable companies for
these parts are RCA, GE, Heathkit, Electro-voice, Bogen, Altec-

Lansing and Fisher.
Eddy Howard, who has been
out of the band business since the
first of the year, is re-forming his
orchestra. He'll use 12 men and
himself.
Some new albums that would
bear a hearing are Peggy Lee's
Peggy, Jeri Southern's Warm Intimate Songs, Leroy Anderson's
Pops Concert, The Ink Spot's
Street of. Dreams, and the Mills
Brothers Four Boys and A Guitar.
Dave Brubeck's album Jazz
Goes to College is pleasanj listening. Dave's piano is not the best,
but Paul Desmond is terrific on
alto sax. Joe Dodge "is on drums
and Bob Bates is on bass.
Duke Ellington plays his own
compositions in a brand new hi-fi
release in Columbia's Great Jazz
Composers Series. Here are the
great numbers that put him on
top including Mood Indigo, Sophisticated Lady, Don't Get
Around Much Anymore, Caravan,
I Let a Song Go Out of My Heart,
and Solitude.
The first concert of the Clemson College Concert Series will be
the United States Navy Band and
will be on November 30. This
is the type of music that will be
enjoyed by everyone.

College N-E-W-S
By Charles Elgin

George 'Washington University
is attempting a plan this year
called the "Campus Combo"
which will enable a student to attend a series of events to be
staged at the University. By- paying ten dollars now and $2.50
later, a student can take, in a
Drama, a modern Dance, a Fashion Show, a spring outing, the
Homecoming football game and
Homecoming dance.
The September 28 edition of
the George Washington "Hatchet"
said the plan was proceeding in
fine style. They had already sold
595 combo tickets and the minimum of 700 has probably long
since been reached by this time.
Ever head of sleeping your way
through college? No, you didn't
read me wrong. It is actually
possible to learn foreign languages, poetry, or even the Morse
Code while you sleep. I'd heard
of this method of learning before,
but was rather surprised to see a
booklet advertised in the George
Washington Hatchet which contains instructions on how to go
about this process.
The ad didn't elaborate, but
Professor of Psychology E. E.
Waite says the idea is to listen to
a recording of the material to be
learned through a set of headphones—while you sleep. There
are cases on record of the Morse
Code, among other things, having
been learned in an almost unbelievable length of time by this

method. And anybody in the
know can tell you that there just
isn't any easy way to learn the
Morse Code.
While the idea may not amount
to sleeping one's way through
college, it is a rather pleasant
thought.
A group of Albright College coeds were quite alarmed at finding a squirrel in the bottom drawer of a dresser. The squirrel was
apparently ill-at-ease himself—r
he was forced to change drawers
three times during the course of
the chase. He finally issued forth
from the top drawer and escaped
through a window.
Anyone desiring to read an extended discourse on school spirit
can always find such on the editorial page of his school paper.
And maybe this is as it should
be. The Albright College Newspaper is no excxeption, but a recent editorial on spirit was at
least mildly amusing. Spirit appears to be at an all time high
at Albright—football spirit, anyway. An Albright co-ed maintained her enthusiasm during a
recent football game, even at the
risk of losing her slip. It seems
that a group of Albright students
were joyfully displaying a banner
bearing the words "Beat Lafayette" when several Lafayette students decided to bring such revolting proceedings to a halt.
Anyway, they flew into the Al-

brightians, bent on bringing down
the banner. During the confusion, some nearsighted soul missed his mark and emerged from
the fracas holding a sizeable portion of an undergarment.
I'm more inclined to believe,
however, that the guy had 20-20
vision. In any event, he pickedan unusual place to begin poking
around for a flag.
From the Howard College Crimson comes news that Howard has
entered a program with Vanderbilt University, in which a student can receive three years of
liberal arts training at Howard
and then study two years of engineering at Vanderbilt. Upon
graduation, the student will receive a bachelors degree from
Howard, and a Bachelor of Engineering degree from Vanderbilt.
The Crimson states that this
program is the result of the
awareness of industry, business,
and the professions of the increasing need of more liberal education.
I have long been aware of the
importance of a liberal arts education, and am happy to see Howard, as well as six other schools
enter this program. If a student
spends all his time on technical
subjects and neglects the cultural,
he is severely handicapping himself from a more wholesome life
in the future.
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Clemson Textiles Second To None
Clemson College boasts a textile school which is second to
none in the nation. Its capable faculty, strategic location,
industry generosity and an interested state has placed this
honor upon the cradle and schoolmaster of America's textile
industry.

the Lowenstein Foundation, the
Burlington Foundation, the
Springs Foundation, Inc., and
Deering-Milliken Co.
In addition to the above-named
foundations, nearly 200 comIn 1900 when only one fourth
of the nation's textile plants were from donations—on the most part panies have donated equipment
—OSCAR SAYS—
the game Saturday was terrible
to the school while another 70-odd
and the cheering was worse.
that he (Oscar) wonders if the in the South, Clemson had sent —from the textile concerns of have granted special discounts to
George Bennett sounded like a Rats are as envious of the upper- four men into the field. Today, a South Carolina.
the school. Nearly 500 pieces of
The foundation, of which equipment ranging in size of a
grits salesman with a mouthful classmen's dates as the upper- little over a half century later,
over
1,700,
an
unequalled
record,
George M. Wright of Abbeville is microscope to an slasher outfit
of samples. If he (Bennett) had classmen are who had to late date
been on the stick the card section some of the Rat's dates. Better have graduated from the school president, now has nearly a mil- the building.
'
which offers degrees in textile lion dollars with which to work
wouldn't have flopped.
watch your girls, Rats.
With
industry
so
vitally
interengineering, textile manufactur- with. This money is used to en—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—
ested
in
the
textile
school
here,
ing,
knitting,
and
textile
chemis
that the Senior Platoon is now
hance retirement of the textile
that he (Oscar) wonders if as
school
professors,
to
employ it is little wonder that nearly all
in the same class with the band. many people will go op Room Ar- try-dyeing and finishing.
industries—large and small—alHow long does it take that goon rest this year as they did last
The Clemson textile. plant is "extra" professors Who work on
lied to the textile trade come to
research
and
teach
classes
to
platoon to learn to drill?
housed
in
a
modern
structure
year. What about that, Military
Clemson during the year to inter—OSCAR SAYSmake
possible
a
program
of
mill
costing nearly a half million dolGoons?
view prospective graduates for posince everybody has been ask—OSCAR SAYS—
lars and covering approximately visitation to increase the school's
sitions with their firm. The avering, it was Jeffcoat who didn't
that Greenville must have a 150,000 square feet. Dr. Hugh M. travel fund to aid the visitation
bring his rifle down and Charlie spring fever epidemic. Carol Cox, Brown, who was appointed dean program and to enlarge the stu- age starting pay is well over $300
Keece who dropped the hat.
magazine, Bobbin
And a month.
Raymond Campbell and George of the school in Sept., 1954, states dent
3 OTHER LABORATORIES
—OSCAR SAYS—
Auld all seem to be going kind of that it would cost better than a Beaker.
that the liquor certainly did steady. What's the matter you million dollars to replace all maLocated in Sirrine Hall are
Last school term 573 of the
flow over the week-end. He (Os- fellers don't like the boys any- chinery now in the building. The 2,675 students in school were three other laboratories which,
car) is waiting to see if the Sen more?
great majority of this equipment enrolled in the textile school. though independent of the school,
ior Council is going to act.
—OSCAR SAYS—
has been put in place since World The figures on this year's en- greatly aid the school in its edu—OSCAR SAYS—
that Charlie Ferguson is getting War II.
rollment have not yet been com- cational work and service to inor was the Senior Council in very choosey about who he and
dustry.
Textiles is by far this state's piled, but it is expected to be
no condition to get the names of his girl friend associate with. Are leading industry, and it is only somewhat near last year's high
One of the two main cotton
the drunks.
fiber and spinning laboratories of
you scared you'll lose her to some- natural that a large majority of mark.
—OSCAR SAYS—
students choose this course of
To cope with this number of the U. S. Department of Agriculthat Don Harrison thinks he's a body with some looks?
—OSCAR SAYS—
study when they enter Clemson. students, Dr. Brown has on his ture is located at Clemson which
great lover now, because he dated
that he (Oscar) wonders when Soon after the turn of the mid- staff 26 highly- trained instruc- constantly runs tests and research
last year's Rat Queen. Cool off,
studies on new cottons and gathHot Lips, she just wanted to see Joe Tinsley, the campus no-good, century mark, approximately 25 tors. Another is away studying
Prof. E. F. Byars (left) and C. D. Peters, of North, S. C, engiper cent of men studying at Clem- on his master's degree. Several ering data on each year's crop
a football game and go to a Clem- is going to move up north.
•LJL-il
neering specialists at Clemson College, have returned from a
—OSCAR SAYS—
for
the
whole
industry.
son were enrolled in a textile teachers have earned their Ph. D.
summer of work at the world's largest aircraft factory under
son dance.
that
he
(Oscar)
wonders
when
course. Today that figure is be- degree while better than one
The division of technical serv—OSCAR SAYS—
one roof at Marietta, Ga. They are seen here studying a mock•OEJ3
the Rookies, Sen. Pit., are going tween 21 and 22 per cent.
third hold masters degrees. In ices of the American Cotton Manthat Robert Guy Hill thinks that
up of the windscreen and jet assist unit of the revolutionary
to grow up and stop acting like
ufactures
Institute
keeps
instiENROLLMENT SOARS
addition to their academic trainC-130A turbo-prop being made at the Lockhead-operated governthe High and the Mighty was coma bunch of kids and stop botherment plant for the TJ. S. Air Force. The C-130 has 4 jet turbine
A striking example as to the ing, nearly all of the teachers tute members informed regarding
posed just for him. Come down
ing civilians.
engines geared to propellers. Prof. Byars worked as an aircraft
growth of the school is borne out have considerable training in the the researches of all agencies conoff of it, Major, you got only one
—OSCAR SAYS—
research engineer in the structural test laboratory. Peters was
in the fact that since the war industry and all maintain a close cerned with cotton. The ACMI
dimond.
that Dick Fruend ought to reassigned to projects on the 6-jet B-47 bomber's electrical sys—OSCAR SAYS—
the enrollment in textiles has in contact by continually visiting the also maintains a modern cotton
'■ ■ »d
member that he's in school, not
tem. The B-47 is powered by six turbo-jets. The nation's No.
creased over 100 per cent as mills and attending textile meet- fiber testing laboratory here.
that Leon Cooper, alias Peain the Regular Army and that the
1
strategic
bomber
is
produced
in
quantity
at
Marietta.
The
against less than 25 per cent for ings.
head, proved to the troops that
The Bureau of Plant IndusDining Hall is not a Mess Hall.
Lockhead plant also does major modification work on earlyall the college.
love is blind by bringing his girl
—OSCAR SAYS—
Although strides have been try of the TJSDA maintains a
model Stratojets. The Clemson men were in a group of college
Young high school graduates made each year by the textile research laboratory which is
up for the dance. Get a pair of
engineers who spent the summer on a variety of engineering and
that Dave Martin should have
T3E=r3
glasses, Shorty, and he (Oscar) changed after the operation, but have been quick to realize their school since the first class grad- concerned mainly with nep
research jobs for the giant Lockheed-Georgia aircraft factory.
will show you what a real head he is just as ugly as ever. Why future in textiles and at the same uated from Clemson in 1896, the forming potentials of various
The engineering branch at the plant has more than 1,000 memtime, industry has attempted to progress made since the move- cottons, along with several
looks like.
bers and anticipates continued openings for qualified engineers,
don't you get another one and do
—OSCAR SAYS—
officials disclosed.
something about your whole face? stay one jump ahead of students ment to Sirrine Hall in 1938 has other developments toward betHarry James will play for th«
that Ed "Liquor Head" Eaton
in helping provide better ma- completely outstripped the pre- ter cottons of interest to the
It needs it!
ought to wait until after graduchinery by which prospective mill vious 42 years. More than half cotton breeders, as well as the
—OSCAR SAYS—
"And how much of that stack Friday night dance, HomecomWORLD
VISITOR
ation before he puts on another
that Ab (Red Eyes) Allen and executive can learn the know- of those 1,700 graduates have left processors.
of hay did you steal, Pat?" the ing, Nov. 5. More will be an(Continued from page 1)
exhibition like Saturday's.
his Taps staff had better get on how.
Research in the school has
the hallowed halls in the last 16
nounced later.
—OSCAR SAYS—
the stick and do something about
The General Assembly of years.
steadily increased since the war. in Atlanta. His wife is a gradu- priest asked at confessional.
that Bob T'm still a supply the year book and don't worry so South Carolina appropriated
Many projects have been carried
"I might just as well confess
Also, latest yarn manufactur- on by individual staff members ate of Winthrop and is former Diggt." Tarleton really thought he much about the parties and get
When a government has exsome of the money used in puring equipment from all the
rector
of
B.
S.
U.
work
at
Anderwas big deal at the game Satur- ting lost, eh, Mac?
to the whole stack, yer Riv'rence; ploded every avenue it comet
chasing new machinery. Some
and for the past several summers
American companies and one the school has had government son College. Al is also a gradu- I'm goin' after the rest of it today in that rag top. How in the
—OSCAR SAYS—
was brought from the old buildback to the same old place, the
British concern; modern sys- contracts
that the men who go to Florida
hell could you see where you
for
various
cotton ate of Yale University.
ing to the new structure in 1938.
night."
taxpayer's pocket.
tems of opening and cleaning studies and has developed sevhad better be on the ball because
were going after Friday night?
However, the big majority of
Mr. Holtzendorff at the Clem—OSCAR SAYS—
equipment; extensive expana "Scout" will be watching you
eral new testing devices and imnew equipment has come from
that the Minerets led by Duke all the time. Careful, boys.
sion of the weaving equipment provements in textile machines. son 'Y' says they are looking fordonations of friends in indus—OSCAR SAYS—
"Alco" Wright were there usual
with the addition of many of
A number of commercial com- ward to having these visitors on
that he (Oscar) is glad to hear try—amounting to $200,!00—and
sotty selves Saturday afternoon.
the newest types of looms from panies have also set up research the Clemson campus, both because
in
addition
other
donations
of
that
Marilyn
Monroe
is
going
to
How come they flaked out that
all leading companies; and projects which are being handled
of their messages and for the tie
equipment have amounted to
be free again.
completely equipping the build- by staff members in the same
night?
that it gives Clemson men and
approximately $20,000.
ing with modern fluorescent manner as the government proj(Author of "Barefoot Boy With Cheek," tie,
students of other lands.
The textile building is named lights.
ects.
for one of the pioneers in the inThese developments on the
The future of the school of tex- synthetics.
dustry—the late J. E. Sirrine of
Faculty, location, industry and
STUDYING MADE SIMPLE
Greenville.
Mr. Sirrine's com- most part could not have taken tiles indeed looks bright because
pany in Greenville made careful place without the aid of indus- to meet the increasing needs of state ties have brought the ClemI have passed my thirty-fifth birthday, and my dewlaps droop and
the industry, new lines of instruc- son Textile School where it is toand extensive plans in develop- try.
my transmission needs.oil. More and more my eyes turn inward,
day—and
these
four
will
undoubttions
have
been
added
to
keep
The
donors
of
funds
of
the
puring the building and the Daniel
1
■
reminiscing, sifting the past, browsing lovingly among my souvenirs,
Construction Company, of Green- chase of equipment for the school pace with the added uses of cot- edly push the school to even
for at my time of life memories are all a man has.
ville brought Sirrine Hall from include the Daniel Foundation, ton as well as wool and various higher prominence.
And most precious are the memories of college. It still makes my
pulses quicken and my old glands leap to life just to think of it.
its "paper grave" to the majestic
Ah, I was something then! "Swifty" my friends used to call me,
living structure it is today.
or "Rakehell" or "Candle-at-both-Ends" or "Devil Take the HindH. H. Willis, textile dean when
most" My phone was ringing all the time. "Come on, Devil-Take-thethe present building was conHindmost," a cohort would say, "let's pile into the old convertible
structed, is given much credit in
and live up a storm. I know a place that serves all-bran after hours."
So it went—night after mad night, kicks upon kicks, sport that
keep the person in mind and bringing the much-needed necesDear Tom,
wrinkled care derides, laughter holding' both his sides. "Come on,
contact him if I need more tick- sity on the campus. He, along
"Candle-at-Both-Ends," my companions would plead, "sing us anwith the faculty 'and architects,
It's true we stand, as of today, sts.
other two hundred verses of Sweet Violets."
in the 1-2-0 column in football
Let's stay behind the Tigers worked with the Legislature and
"No, my companions," I would reply with a gentle but firm smile,
Federal Government in making
standings, but a few years ago and don't sell'them short.
we must turn homeward, for the cock has long since; crowed."
the
building
possible.
when we were winning all and
Good
luck against
Florida.
" 'Twas" not the cock," they would answer, laughing merrily.
One of the outstandin'gvaids to
losing practically none, the team, Maybe the guy will run his price
" Twas Sam Leghorn doing his imitation of a chicken!"
And, sure enough, 'twas. Crazy, madcap Sam Leghorn. How I
coaches, for that matter, belong- up to $1.75" when they beat Flor- the textile school is the J. E. Sirmiss his gaiety and wit! I never tired of hearing his imitation of
rine Textile Foundation which
' ed to us, so Coach Howard said ida.
a chicken, nor he of giving it. I wonder what's become of him. Last
was set up during the war years
when they win the team be- O. W. Deason
I heard he was working as a weathervane in Tacoma.
longed to us, but when they lost,
the team was his.
Oh, we were a wild and jolly gang in those days. There was Sam
Personally I can't go along
Leghorn with his poultry imitations. There was Mazda Watts who
with those of the general pubalways wore a lampshade on her head. There was Freddie Como
lic who likes to ride with a winwho stole a dean. There was Cap Queeg who always carried two
steel marbles in his hand. There was Emily Hamp who gilded her
ning team and forget them when
house mother.
they lose a few. Including sportsYes, we were wild and jolly, and the wildest and jolliest was I...
writers, they go along with the
But not right away. I blush to admit that in my freshman year I
team that has won the most
was dull, stodgy, and normal. I finally corrected this loathesoma
games so far in the current year,
condition, but for a while it was touch and go. And, dear reader—
forgetting them when they drop
especially dear freshman reader—be warned: it can happen to you.
a few.
The makers of Philip Morris have bought this space so I can
bring you a message each week. There is no more important message
I even heard last week that
I can give you than the following: College can be beautiful. Don't
someone said that if Clemson lost
louse it up with studying.
to V. P. I. that he had some
That was my mistake. At first, cowed by college, I studied so much "
tickets for the Florida, Carolina
that I turned into a dreary, blinking creature, subject to dry-mouth
and Wake Forest games and they
and fainting fits. For a year this dismal condition prevailed—but
would go on sale for $1.50 each.
then I learned the real function of college. And what is that? I'll tell
Whoever made that statement
you what: to prepare you to face the realities of the world. And
and has the tickets, even if on
what do you need to face the realities of the world? I'll tell you
CLEMSON,
S.
C
what—poise, that's what you need. And how do you get poise? I'll
goal line, please let me know.
tell you how: not by keeping your nose in a book, you may be sure!
I want one or two Carolinas. I
Relax! Live! Enjoy! .. . That's how you get poise. Of course you
have what others I need, I think.
have to study, but be poised about it. Don't be like some clod*
If need others will be glad to
who spend every single night buried in a book. Not only are they not
learning poise; they are also eroding their eyeballs. The truly poised
student knows better than to make the whole semester hideous with
studying. He knows that the night before the exam is plenty of time
to study.
Yes, I've heard that lots of people have condemned cramming. But
have you heard who these people are? They are the electric light and
power interests, that's who! They want you to sit up late and study
every night so you'll use more electricity and enrich their bulging
coffers. Don't be a sucker!

and his
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Letters To

Tom Clemson

We don't believe
in work ^
tor Women

Let's Get Those Steaks, Tigers!

We're Behind You 100 Per Cent
WIN OR LOSE!

KLUTZ STEAK HOUSE

BE SURE TO VISIT YOUR OFFICIAL
COLLEGE BOOK AND SUPPLY
STORE FOR ALL OF YOUR
SCHOOL NEEDS!
VET RTQUISITIONS CLOSE OCT. 16TH!

jy

and we can PROVE IT with the

ApeX MATCHED LAUNDRY SET
...effortless, "Push-Button" Washdays are Here!

ApeX WASH-A'MATIC
bos th* famous SPIRAL TUB

Clemson Book Store

AGITATOR... Washes AIL
fabrics Safer, Gentler, Mora
Economically!

It's the most economical of all automatic
washers! Saves detergent, saves hot water,
saves time with the
shortest automatic
cycle of them all.

CHECKS CASHED FREE OF CHARGE
*

*

*

FOR MAGAZINES, TOILET ARTICLES,
SODAS AND SUNDRIES... IT'S THE

L C. Martin Drug Co.

The Spiral Tub Agitator is Molded of
life-time Fibre-Glass

Buy Now At
Great Savings!

ApeX AUTOMATIC CLOTHES DRYER
has the excleiive SUN GLOW HEATING ELEMENT, tonirolarioi
your dothes faster, safer, more evenly I
This new, Matched Laundry mate to the Apex
WASH-A-MATIC does your most tiring washday task
in minutes . . . saves lugging and lifting of wet
clothes completely! Gives you fluffy-dry, lint-free
clothes without weather worries.

Easy Payments
Can Be
Arranged!

Grant Son-Glow
element Sanitizes
year clothes

CLEMSON FURNITURE CO.
Located Just Below New Bank
IT WILL PAY YOU TO PAY US A VISIT
!
CLEMSON, S. C.
PHONE 6002

Clearly, cramming is the only sensible way to study. But beware!
Even cramming can be overdone. Take it easy. On the night before
your exam, eat a hearty dinner. Then get a date and go out and eat
another hearty dinner. Then go park someplace and light up a
Philip Morris. Enjoy the peaceful pleasure it offers. Don't go
home until you're good and relaxed.
Once at home, relax. Do not, however, fail asleep. This is too
relaxed. To insure wakefulness, choose a chair that is not too
comfortable. For example, take a chair with nails pointing up
through the seat—or a chair in which somebody is already sitting.
^lace several packs of Philip Morris within easy reach. Good
mild tobacco helps you to relax, and that's what Philip Morris is—
good mild tobacco. But Philip Morris is more than just good mild
tobacco; it is also cigarette paper to keep the good mild tobacco from
spilling all over the place.
Now you've got the uncomfortable chair and the Philip Morris
Now you need light. Use the lit end of your Philip Morris. Do not
enrich the electric power interests.
Read your textbook in a slow, poised manner. Do not underline It
reduces the re-sale value of your book. Always keep your books' in
prime re-sale condition; you never know when you'll need getaway
money.
As you read you will no doubt come across many things you don't
understand. But don't panic. Relax. Play some records Remove a
callus. Go out and catch some night crawlers.
Relax. Be poised. Stay loose. And remember—if things reallv close
in, you can always take up teaching.
©Max Shulman. 1954

This column is brought to you by the makers of PHILIP MORRIS
who think you would enjoy their cigarette.
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Tigers Gobbled Up By Virginia Tech, 7-18
Football Preview lip Freshmen Overcome After Half;
And Predictions Long Dashes Pay Dividends For lech
By Tiger Experts

TKEk
By LEWIS CROMER
THAT BEARD'S GOTTA GO
It has been brought to my attention that a certain
Clemson cadet was walking along with his girl after the
Rat Hop last Saturday night. Upon observing his unshaven chin, the sweet young thing commented, "Honey,
that beard's just gotta go." Being an avid Tiger fan, the
cadet responded, "You're darn right he has; he almost
licked us single-handed this afternoon."
It wasn't quite that bad, but nevertheless the young man
had a point. The "Beard" that he was referring to was V. P.
I. halfback, Dickie Beard. Beard was the thorn in the Tiger's side in their loss to the Gobblers this Saturday. Beard
scored his team's first touchdown and ripped off several
other runs that greatly disheartened the Purple and Orange
troops.
The Tigers held V. P. I.'s highly touted Howie Wright fairly well in check, though the Gobbler speedster still made
several flashy end sweeps. Quarterback Dean called his
plays perfectly in the three Gobbler scoring drives and the
Tigers were not able to stop the onrushing Gobblers' ground
game, especially around the ends. It seemed to this sports
writer and apparently several others, that the Tigers were
facing two of the best halfbacks that they have faced all
season in Wright and Beard. Both of these gentlemen are
top-flight leather luggers to my way of thinking.
ON TO JACKSONVILLE
In spite of what may happen to the Tigers this season,
they are assured of at least one bowl appearance.
This
coming Saturday night, the Bengals clash with the potent
Florida Gators in the Gator Bowl in Jacksonville.
The Florida Gators this season have turned what
looked like a dismal schedule into a ticket to national
football prominence. The Gators, with victories under
their belt from Georgia Tech, picked in the pre-season
polls as the fifth ranking national football power, and
Auburn, the South's two-platoon wonder, will be riding
high this Saturday and really "up" for the Tiger tilt.
The Gators will go into the game as heavy favorites,
but the Tigers have been known to upset the dope cart
before.
THE RETURN OF OLD "66"
The troops were overjoyed to see the Tiger's number one
quarterback trot onto the playing field in the second quarter of the V. P. I. contest. They were even more overjoyed
to see that he showed no signs of favoring his knee in jurythat sidelined him from the Georgia encounter.
King, ever the brilliant field general, led the Tigers to
their only score of the afternoon, and also put them in scoring position on three other occasions. His deception was
as keen as ever and his passes were hitting their mark with
regularity. He seems to be completely recovered from his
injury and Coach Howard plans to start him against the
Gators.
With King, the Tigers seem to be an entirely different
team from the squad without him. His very presence
in the lineup seems to give the Tigers more than a mere
physical stimulus. This may sound like a buildup for
Don, but it is not intended for that purpose. Anyone
who witnessed Saturday's game with V. P. I. will agree ,
to this statement. It is a fact. The old political slogan, "As Maine goes, so goes the nation," may soon be
rephrased to read, "As King goes, so go the Tigers." At
any rate, it's certainly good to have Don back in the
lineup.
BONE PICKING TIME
This week I feel that the student body let the Tigers down.
It was obvious to all that our spirit at the V. P. I. game was
not what it should have been. When the Tigers came onto
the field, the troops really sounded off. On the kickoff,
every cadet was on his feet. It was a good start. The enthusiasm proved to be short lived, however.
When the first break of the game went to the Gobblers
and they crossed the double stripes, the Clemson student
body clammed up completely except for a few staunch supporters. After the second Gobbler tally, even they shut up.
This lack of enthusiasm, after the second tally, I feel, contributed to the uninspired play of the Tiger team throughout the first part of the game. . We. must remember that
many teams have come from behind to win, even with bigger deficits than the Tigers faced in the second period. We
Clemson students should not be so willing to throw in the
towel merely because we're behind a few points.
Our team, perhaps more than any other neighboring college squad, depends upon the student body's support. We
have a heritage here at Clemson, a heritage of Clemson men
that has been handed down through the ages to us. The
troops have always possessed a fighting spirit.

Howie Wright, V. P. I.'s flashy halfback, is
brought to earth after a short gain by Tiger
quarterback Charlie Bussey. Wright and Beard

were cogs in V. P. I.'s ground machine that sent
the Tigers down to their second defeat, 18-7.
(TIGER photo by R. B. Huey.)

V. P. I. Ground Game Rugged; King Is
Outstanding In Exciting Contest Saturday
By BILL LINTON
V. P. I.'s 'alert and still unconquered Gob biers took advantage of almost every break to
whip Clemson's snarling but somewhat ineffective Tigers 18-7. The Gobblers held a
commanding 3 touchdown lead at the end of t he first half. A crowd of about 14,000 gathered to watch the game and Dad's Day activities.
Don Kmg, after sitting on the ~
'
—
bench for most of the first were not able to subdue the stubhalf, came into the game with born Gobbler defenses when they
about 4 minutes remaining in were close to pay dirt.
the half. Almost immediately,
In the second half Clemson had
the Bengals came to life.
104 yards rushing and 153 yards
With Kmg leading the attack, the passing for a total of 257 yards.
Tigers fought back bravely in the The Gobblers netted 54 yards
last half, but the lead compiled rushing and 12 through the air
by the Gobblers was just too for a total of 66.
great to overcome. King threw a PLAY-BY-PLAY
perfect 39 yard aerial to reserve
V. P. I. kicked off to the
end Harry Hicks for the only
Tigers, but on the second play
score for the Bengals.
Just before, King had negotiat- from scrimmage the Gobblers
ed the Bengals 72 yards in 10 quarterback, Johnny Dean inplays only to have Tech's Bill tercepted a Charlie Bussey pass,
Cranwell nail Joe Pagliei only returning it 4 yards to the
inches away from scoring. In the Clemson 38.
final minutes of the game King The Gobblers swift, shifty halfled the Tigers 58 yards in 10 backs, Howie Wright and Dickie
plays again to have the Gob- Beard lugged the pigskin down
bler's fullback Leo Burke inter- the 14 yard line in 7 plays. From
cept a pass near the end zone and there Beard crashed over for the
almost go all the way before the Gobbler touchdown with less than
final gun.
5 minutes gone in the first quarThe Gobblers took an early lead ter. Beard's try for the extra
with halfback
Dickie Beard point was no good. The score was
breaking loose for 14 yards and V. P. I. 6, Clemson 0.
6 points after V. P. I. had inter- V. P. I. took advantage of incepted a Clemson pass on the other Tiger miscue as tackle Bill
Clemson 30 yard line. Just min- Jameson pounced on Neuf Ankuutes later quarterback Johnny ta's fumble at the Clemson 2s*.
Dean sneaked across from the one Beard drove to the Tiger 18 yard
yard line for another touchdown line and a 15 yard line holding
after the Gobblers had recovered penalty put the ball on the Tiger
a Tiger fumble on the Clemson 14 yard line. Wright carried to
29. The Gobblers then led 12 to the 7 and Beard was tackled hard
by Dick DeSimone and Scot Jack0.
son on the one yard line. QuarWith Howie Wright and Beard
tearing up the turf and a 17 yard terback Dean sneaked it over to
pass from Dean to Beard, the make the score 12 to 0 in the
Gobblers were again within scor- first 8 minutes of the game.
ing distance. The Gobbler's last Beard's placement was again no
touchdown was a sustained drive good.
Clemson's Don King, with
which covered 69 yards late in
about 4 minutes left in the half,
the second period.
made his first appearance for
In the first half, V. P. I. had
the Tigers. King, fullback Red
ground out 129 yards rushing
Whitten, and halfbacks Pagliei
and 31 through the air for a
and George took turns lugging
total of 160 yards.
Clemson
the oval and the Tigers came
gained only 50 yards which was
to life for the first time durall on the ground. Only after
ing the game. The Tigers made
King came into the game were
50 yards in 8 plays before Red
they able to gain what they did.
Whitten's fumble was recovered
V. P. I. held a 12 to 5 edge in
by Bill Cranwell on the Tech
first downs at the end of the
37.
half.
Beard and Wright getting away
The Tigers took over the offensive show in the second half, but

to the right and left on wide
sweeps took the Gobblers down
to the Clemson 21 in 8 plays. Dean
flipped Beard a 17 yard pass to
the Clemson four. Dean scored
on the next play as he skirted his
own right end. This play climaxed a 69 yard drive just before the half ended.
Late in the third period, King
had the Tigers rolling again on
the ground as well as in the air.
King passed to Pagliei for 7, Ankuta broke through the middle
for 13, King hit Jackson with a
13 yard toss, and Ankuta broke
through for 21 more down the
V. P. I. 18. King lost 5 and fired
to Pagliei right at pay dirt, but.
Bill Cranwell nailed him inches
away from the goal, Tech taking
over at that point. The Tigers had
traversed 72 yards in 10 plays
only to have Cranwell's tackie
kill off a fine scoring opportunity.

The Clemson freshmen drop- STATISTICS
ped their second game in a row
Clemson Tech
this week when they were deBy FERRELL PROSSER
6
13
First
Downs
Last week the panel of Tiger feated by the Georgia Tech Yds. gained rushing
242
164
experts did not quite make the Freshmen by a score of 20 to 0.
43
108
expected average of .900.
The Georgia Tech did all of their Yd^. gained passing
285
Total yds. gained
272
average of .545 was again reached scoring in the second half to
65
Yds. penalized
45
for the second time in 2 weeks. down the troublesome Cubs.
7
Passes attempted
18
Once again this week the panel
will" knock their heads together The first Tech score came in Passes completed
3
7
and try to come up with a group the third period when Engineer Passes intercepted by
3
1
of predictions that will prove to quarterback David Robison flipPunts
7
6
be true.
ped a short aerial to Joe DeLaney
38.6
39.3
After last week's win of 7 to for the first Tech marker of the Punting average
6 over Louisiana State, Ken- contest. The Tecnmen scored two INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
tucky is out to win once again. more insurance tallies in the last
This week as Kentucky plays 10 minutes of play on matched
Total
Auburn, the experts again go eighty yard jaunts by Stan FlowAttempts Yardage Av.
put on a limb and give Auburn ers and Dave Robison. Robison Player
attempted a quarterback sneak Crocker
the advantage of 20 tol3.
2.3
13
30
The expected win of Davidson with fifty seconds) left to play, Stas
1
. 1
1.
over The Citadel, 13 to 0, will be saw daylight, and romped all the Strange
7
16
2.3
of great influence in picking the way to paydirt for the last score Wright
8
32
4
winner of the Davidson vs. of the contest.
Rogers
■7
9.9
69
Outside of Tech's scoring plays, Green
Presbyterian game this week.
7
23
3.3
Presbyterian will be the under- the game was a closely played MCarter
2
-5
-1
encounter with both teams shin- Barbary
dog by a score of 19 to 6.
0
0
0
ing
defensively.
The
Baby
Tigers
With two losses under their
Crocker
15
7
2
belt, the Tigers will be out to held a slight edge in statistics, Barbary
3
0
1
get a second win by overtaking though they were never able to
Florida. this Saturday night. generate a scoring drive of their
Between the skilfull calling of own in the whole contest.
plays by King and Bussey the
Outstanding for the Cubs in a
Tigers should go all the way to
losing role were halfbacks
win. With a great deal of debating the panel finally came Dirk Rogers and Norman
The fall planning conferences
up with the score of 20 to 13. Green, offensive ends Few and of the S. C. S. C. A. will be held
in the Tiger's favor.
Breedlove, and defensive flank- on October 8, 9, and 10 at Camp
Maryland will meet Wake For- men Jordan and Hendrix. Giles Long near Aiken, South Carolina.
est on foreign soil this week. AfAnyone interested in attending
and Grdijan sparkled at the
ter losing to U. C. L. A. last
guard posts and Bush and this retreat, please check with
week, Maryland gave the Tiger Thomason were outstanding at Tom Bookhart or with Mr. Holtexperts some basis to go out on tackle for the Baby Tigers.
zendorf at the Y. M. C. A. The
a limb. Maryland is favored to
Reverend George R. Cannon will
win over Wake Forest by a score The Clemson freshmen rest this be the main speaker and Dr.
of 40 to 7.
week and will face the South George Crawford of the Physics
Here are a few other produc- Carolina Biddies on Big Wednes- department will lead a discussion
tions for the week.
day night in their next contest.
group.
Army over Dartmouth
Duke over Purdue
Furman over South Carolina
Georgia over If. Carolina
Registered Jewelers • • American Gem Society
L. S. U. over Georgia Tech
Mississippi State over Tulane
"Leading Jewelers and Diamond Merchants Since 1856"
Miami, Fla. over Holy Cross
GREENVILLE
SOUTH CAROLINA
Iowa over Michigan
Kansas over Iowa State
Michigan State over Indiana
Missouri over S. M. U.
Navy over Stanford
N,.C, State over Wm. Mary
Pittsburg over Notre Dame
Ohio State over Illinois
Across From Bumming Line
Alabama over Tulsa.

S.C.S.CA. Holds
Fall Meeting

HALES

LARRY'S

TIGERS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME!

What a woman saves in time
when she runs for a city bus, she
The Gobblers couldn't move usually loses in dignity.
and the Tigers came fighting back
with King still at the throttle.
Some people are so busy learnSophomore fullback Frame Griffith and sophomore Joel Wells ing the tricks of the trade that
carried the Tigers to the 39 in five they don't learn the trade.
running plays. King then faded
back and hit Hicks in the clear to
put Clemson in the scoring column with 6 points. The Tigers
had come 65 yards in 7 plays. Bob
Parades converted, and the score
was 18 to 7 with 10 minutes of
plajhng time remaining.

WE SPECIALIZE IN SANDWICHES
North Main at Calhoun
ANDERSON, S. C.

A CAMPUS-TO-CAREER CASE HISTORY

After the Gobblers kicked,
Wells ran for jaunts of 12 and 19
yards to put the Tigers on the
42.. King aerials, 2 to Coleman,
and one each to Wells and Hicks
had Clemson knocking at the
door again. Leo Burke spoiled
this opportunity for Clemson by
intercepting a King pass and almost going all the way before the
game ended. Final score, V. P. I.
18, Clemson 7.
V. P. L _,

PL*

12 6 0 0—18

Clemson

0 0 7 0— 7

CLEMSON THEATRE
(The Country Gentlemen's Theatre)

Clemson, South Carolina

Phone 6011
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
October 8 and 9

W. D. Garland, E.E. '52, Univ. of
California, is working for the Pacific
Telephone Company. We thought
you'd be interested in what Don
told us about his first assignment.

"SUSAN SLEPT HERE"
starring
Dick Powell - Debbie Reynolds
Color by Technicolor
PLUS COLOR CARTOON

(Reading timei 45 seconds)
Here Don Garland makes noise distribution measurements
with a Level Distribution Recorder

MONDAY AND TUESDAY
October 11 and 12
Robert Taylor, Ava Gardner
and Mel Ferrer
starring in

"KNIGHTS OF THE
ROUND TABLE"
in
CinemaScope
and Color
Also Short Subject
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 13

"PRIVATE EYES"
starring
The Bowery Boys
Plus Latest News and
Color Cartoons

When an old Clemson alumnus thinks of a Tiger ball
game, he thinks of the "cadence counting" and the "Ti
ger Rag" bringing the student body to it's feet, of the
"burying of the Gamecock" every year and the thrill
that comes with seeing a Tiger back go all the way and
hearing the roar of the crowd.

"SEVEN BRIDES FOR
SEVEN BROTHERS"

This spirit, this intangible something, helps to make Clemson the school that it is. Like Tillman Hall and the Calhoun Mansion, it is one of the trademarks of our Clemson.
Let's come back roaring for the next time. Let's show our
Tigers that they are "our" team, win or lose, and our school
that we have not lost the spirit that made Clemson famous.

starring
Jane Powell and Howard Keel
in
CinemaScope
and
Technicolor
PLUS CORLOR CARTOON

THURS. - FRI. - SAT.
October 14 . 15 - 16

Color + collar + comfort =

The right ARROW Shirt for you!
You don't have to be a math major to figure it out. Arrow
shirts offer you so many fine colors and patterns in your
. favorite collars, that it's a breeze to have plenty of style
in your wardrobe.
Shown above are, the Sussex button-down in a neat tattersol check, and the smooth Radnor "E" in solid colors.
Both $5.00. The goodlooking Arrow Sussex in a well-bred
stripe, $4.50. They're comfortable, "correct"-thrifty too.

, ARROW SHIRTS & TIES
UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • CASUAL WEAR

My job Is to help solve problems
of noise and other interference on telephone lines due to power interference.
Inductive co-ordination is the technical
term for the work.
"First thing the Chief Engineer explained to me was that 'all the answers
aren't in the book.' He was right. Most
of the problems have required a combination of electrical engineering, a
knowledge of costs and generous
amount of ingenuity. / like it that way.
It's given me an immediate opportunity
to put into practice the theory I learned
at school.

"In addition to this on-the-job experience, I have attended several special training courses conducted by the
company. Now I'm breaking in a new
man, just like when I started."
•

•

•

Don Garland's work is typical of many
engineering assignments in the Bell
Telephone Companies. There are similar opportunities for college graduates
with Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Western Electric and Sandia Corpora*
tion. If you'd like to get more details,
see your Placement Officer. He will be
glad to help you.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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Tigers, Gators Clash Saturday
Florida Potent Squad; They
Now Boast Tech, Auburn Wins
By RED WHITTEN
Saturday night, The Clemson Tigers will tangle with the
Florida Gators at the Gator Bowl in Jacksonville in an attempt to mark up their second victory of the season, and
bring their won-lost percentage up to the- 500 mark.

'\ ■-:■■-■:%■.

BRUORTON

Georgetown Boy Aids Tigers;
Bolsters Bengal Forward Wall
By LOUIS JORDAN
When H. B. Bruorton came to Clemson in 1953, he had just
finished a very successful year in high school football for
Georgetown.
At Georgetown, Bruorton played under Coach Cecil Woolbright,
who was captain of the South
Carolina team his senior year at
•the University. Bruorton gives
"Woolbright a great deal of credit
for his football success and considers him an exceptionally smart
coach.
The first year that H. B. played
' for Georgetown, he played tackle.
His second and third years found
him at guard. At fullback, as a
senior, H. B. became the most
valuable player on the squad, although he ranked second most
valuable player his junior year.
The Florence Tobacco Bowl game
saw Bruorton in action scoring
one of the two touchdowns and
adding to his already large mass
of T. D.'s.
He was the highest scorer for
Georgetown that year. Aside from
the honor of being selected to the
Block "G" club for three years,
he also was given membership to
the National Athletic Scholarship
Club.
In addition to the grueling activities on the gridiron, H. B. played basketball, baseball and enjoyed his favorite pastime of
duck hunting.

All this he left behind and
came to Clemson to take up the
position' of guard on the freshmen football team. This year H.
B. has been promoted to the varsity, where he has proven to be
a great hustler. One of the outstanding advantages that Bruroton had over most other players
is that he loves the game.
He
also loves to play for Clemson.
As a defensive man, Bruoroton
has showed very fine work root'
ing out the offensive blockers
and fighting his way into the
backfield. As a guard he has no
chance for outstanding play but
his effectiveness is plainly visible to the opposing lineman and
quarterback.
On offense, there is always a
few yards available to the
ground gains over the strong
guard position held by H. B. His
help is always appreciated by
the center and tackle, riding
guard, over his flanks. You can
be sure that for the remainder
of this football season and next,
H. B.\ Bruorton will be pushing
the regulars for a starting spot
in the forward wall of the
Clemson football squad.

The Clemson aggregation will
depart from Anderson Airport at
6:00 p. m., Friday afternoon
aboard a Capital Airliner. Headquarters for the Tiger team while
in Jacksonville will be the George
Washington Hotel. Since this is
a night game, the Tigers will be
quartered in the George Washington Friday night and Saturday night, leaving Jacksonville
Sunday morning for their return
trip to Tigertowri.
A large crowd is expected to
witness the encounter between
the unpredictable Tigers and the
Gators from the Sunshine State.
The Tigers will be fighting hard
to again break into the win column after two consecutive, unexpected defeats at the liands of
the University of Georgia and V.
P. I. respectively.
The University of Florida, a
dark horse in preseason ratings, has now climbed to the
top of the ladder in the rough
Southeastern Conference by
way of a surprising 13-12- victory over Georgia Tech coupled
with last week's impressive 1913 upset victory over highly
rated Auburn.
Florida will be out to continue
their practice of turning a weekly suicide schedule into one win
after another. A decisive victory
over the Tigers would add to the
momentum of the Rolling Gators
in their campaign for a highly
successful season. A win for the
Tigers would be sweet victory indeed—just what the doctor ordered to make the Tiger roar
through October and November.
For both teams it appears to be
an important encounter.
The >Tigers will enter the
game with new faces on the
starting eleven. For their fine
showing against V. P., I., Coach
Howard has singled out halfbacks Joel Wells and Jim Coleman as starters against the Gators.
Teaming up with Wells' 'and
Coleman in the starting backfield
will be Neuf Ankuta at fullback
and Don King, the Tiger's "triple
threat quarterback who missed
the entire Georgia game and almost half of the V. P. I. game due
to a knee injury received against
P. C. in the initial encounter of
the season.
To assist King with his quarterbacking duties the Tigers will
have Charlie Bussey, who proved
to be a capable leader in direct'
ing the Tigers against the University of Georgia in the first
game of his varsity career. Behind Bussey the Tigers can produce a third capable quarterback
in Tommy Williams, who led the
second team through the 1953
campaign.
Fullback Neuf Ankuta is ^another star who will aid Clemson's backfield. Ankuta is one
of the leading ground gainers on
the Tiger eleven. In addition to

Intrumural Program Announced For '54
By Y. NL C. A. Directors To Students
For the information of new students at Clemson, the Intramural
Sports program is sponsored
jointly by the Y. M- C. A. and
the Athletic Association, under
the direction of Mr. Roy Cooper
of the Y. M. C. A. staff.
Sports that are offered on a
voluntary basis are: volley ball,
touch football, basketball, swimming, golf, tennis, and softball.
Teams are organized by companies or by clubs. Where any
club desires to enter a team, the
rriembers of the club team must
be members of the club which is
sponsoring the team.
Athletic equipment, except for
golf and tennis, is furnished for
the use of all students. The Intramural equipment room is located on the bottom floor of the
Y. M. C. A. A student is on duty
there daily from 2:00 to 5:30 p.
m., and from 6:30 to 8:30 p. m.
Also on Saturdays and Sundays
from 2:00 to 5:30 p. m.
On Monday, October 4, 1954,
the series of Intramural contests
for freshmen began. These tests
are designed to find those freshmen who cannot swim and the
latter part of October a class will
be organized for all non-swimmers. Every student should be
able to swim and this class is offered FREE with competent instruction.
When the Intramural equipment was located in the old barracks number one, we operated
a lost andl found section.
The
equipment room located on the

STOP AT

PAT'S PLACE
For Sandwiches and Shakes
Open til Midnight nightly

bottom floor of the Y. M. C. A. is
carrying on that service to students and people on the campus.
Any article which is found may
be turned in at the Intramural
equipment room. The finder will
fill out a card indicating where
the article was found, the date,
and any other information available. On the bulletin board near
the window, will be placed a notice of the article found. If any
identification is on the article,
the owner will be notified.
A complete record is kept of
articles found and where the
owner can be located. He will
get them immediately.
Articles that are lost may be
reported, and a card is filled out
describing the article so that
when it may be turned in there
is a better chance to locate the
owner. The cooperation of ev
eryone can make this service val
uable to all at Clemson.
On Monday, October 11, touch
(Continued on page 6)

his fine offensive ability he is a
top notch defensive player and
one of the best blockers on the
Tiger team. To assist Ankuta
the Tigers have such outstandiflg fullbacks as Crimmings Hankinson, Frank Griffith and Bill
O'Dell.
The real hope m the Clemson
camp for an upset victory over
Florida is the play of the Tiger
forward wall. Against Georgia
the Clemson line played an almost flawless game. If this fete
is duplicated, the Tigers feel certain that they will bring victory
back from Jacksonville.
In an
attempt to strengthen the line
Coach Howard has moved end
Billy Hudson to tackle. This
switcn plus the fine showing of
end Harry Hicks should greatly
increase the Tiger reserves for
the starting seven up front.
In the words of Clemson's scout,
Coach Covington McMillan, "Florida has a big, powerful, rugged,
old fashioned team. They don't
do anything fancy and they aren't
flashy. They are very strong
and well coached. They aren't
easily excited and have plenty of
poise. They don't have as much
team speed as Clemson, and in
making touchdowns, they grind
them out. Their running game is
good and they have a well balanced pass offense."
Florida plays the two team or
unit system. Their first team is
mostly a senior team with every
man a letter winner except? the
left guard. The second unit is
made up of three juniors and
eight sophomores. These two
teams are usually used intact
throughout the ball game with the
exception of separately substituting quarterbacks.
Florida seems to like their
sophomore team a little better
than their senior outfit. Scout
reports indicate that quarterback Dick Allen of the sophomore team is more daring and
definitely the gambling type.
So far this attitude has enabled the sophomore team to
move the ball better than the
senior outfit.
Florida's pride lies at the quarterback position. They have three
very capable field generals in
Bobby Lance 6' 1" (180), the se
nior team quarterback, Dick Allen 6' (165) who runs the sopho
more team and Fred Robinson 6'
(180) who is considered the
team's best passer and who may
relieve either Lance or Allen.
In the running department,
Florida can boast such finished
backs as 5' 10" 175 pound Jackie
Simpson, the fastest back on the
squad and an all round standout
performer. Against Auburn, Simpson broke the back of the War
Eagles by breaking up three
passes in the Florida end zone
Coach Ralph "Shug" Jordan of
Auburn singled out Simpson's
fine defensive play as the big
reason for Auburn's loss to the
Gators. Teamed with Simpson at
the halfback spot is John Burgess,
a 6' 175 pound lad, hailed by Flor(Continued on page 6)

Fiber Technicians NY Philharmonic
Holds Meet Here Symphony Opens
'Technicians and technologists
of the cotton fiber industry met Radio Broadcast's

at Clemson on Wednesday and
On Sunday, October 10, at 2:30
Thursday, September 29 and 30, p. m. the New York Philharmonic
for demonstrations and lectures Symphony Orchestra will open its
113th season. The concert will be
on laboratory work in mills.
broadcast over CBS radio, as it
Over one hundred classes, mill has been for the last twenty-five
laboratory workers, plant super- consecutive years.
visors, and mill executives were
present for the gathering.
During the season such famThe meeting, which was spon- ous conductors as Dmitri Misored by the American Cotton tropoulos, Bruno Walter, George
Szell, and Guido Cantelli will
Manufacturers Institute, had na
tionally known representatives lead the orchestra. Soloists will
from North and South Carolina, be Myra Hess,- Rudolph Serkin,
Georgia, Alabama, Texas, and Mischa Elman, and Yehudl
Tennessee on the program. The Menuhin.
program was headed by John T.
Contributions from the radio
Wigingtpn, Chief of the ACMI
audience last year amounted to a
laboratory at Clemson.
little over $69,000, and came from
Dr. Hugh M. Brown, dean of 15,000 people. More radio memthe School of Textiles, welcomed bers are needed this year and it is
the group to Clemson. The meet- hoped that $100,000 can be raised,
ing opened in the J. E- Sirrine raised.
Textile Building. In the mornA season subscriber to an oring a technical session was held
in which four talks were given. chestra seat in Carnegie Hall
On Thursday afternoon demon- pays $78 for 28 concerts. Radio
Tiger halfback Jim Coleman (22) hauls in a Don King pass for
strations of machinery were given listeners may obtain membera short gain in the V. P. I. contest. Gobbler fullback Leo Burke
in the ACMI laboratory, and re- ship and take part in the orcomes in fast to make the tackle. (TIGER photo bjfrR. B. Huey).
search and technical meetings chestra activities for much less.
were held in the Clemson House.
For one dollar listeners may beThe program on the final day come certificate members and
of the meeting closely paralleled secure a membership card. Perthat of the preceeding day. Talks sons sending two dollars or
on technical aspects of fiber test- more will be sent a membering occupied the morning session, ship card and a music educawhile the afternoon was given to tional chart entitled "Three
machinery , demonstrations. Dr. Centuries of Great Music." Program members contributing
Profitable uses for two so-call- Brown presided at the final five dollars or more will receive
ed "nuisance" materials, plenticard, chart, and explanatory
ful in South Carolina, are being
program notes mailed during
Dandy Don King, Clemson's developed in the Engineering
the season in advance of the
great triple threat quarterback, is Experiment Station at Clemson
broadcasts. Sponsoring memthe winner of this week's Esquire College, • according to recently isbers giving twenty-five dollars
Shops for Men Award. Don was sued bulletins.
or more will receive along with
Under the general direction of
chosen for his all-around brilcard, chart, and program notes
liance in last Saturday's encount- Dr. J. H. Sams, dean of the School
a personal letter of thanks signer with V. P. I.
of Engineering, and Professor H.
Alpha Chi Sigma, national ed by Maestro Dmitri MitroDon entered the game mid- E. Glenn, vice-director of the En- professional chemistry fraternity, poulos.
way in the second quarter and gineering Experiment Station, met Tuesday night, October 5, in
transformed the Tigers from a some of Clemson's faculty mem- the student club room of the
slumbering giant into a snarl- bers have been working on an in- chemistry building.
ing fighting team. He loosened/ dustrial waste called fly ash and
Several students interested in
up the Gobbler's defense with on bamboo, that fast growing joining the fraternity were pres;
plant
which
is
very
hard
to
erad
his accurate passes and then,
ent at the meeting. They were
sprung the backs for long ic(ate' once it has taken a start.
given information about the orThe work on fly ash, the ash of ganization and invited to join.
ground gains.
He didn't run very much him- powerered coal, was a survey of Following the serving of reself because the knee he injured properties and uses of the ma- freshments, prospective members
against P. C. had not completely terial undertaken, under contract, filled out fraternity information
healed but his passing, faking, for the Rock Hill Printing and blanks to apply for membership.
and signal calling was sufficient Finishing Company. This work Any other students majoring in
to earn him "Back of the Week." was done by Dr. C. E. Littlejohn, chemistry, chemical engineering,
Chosen as "Lineman of the associate professor of chemical or textile chemistry, who have a
Week" was Harry Hicks, soph- engineering. Fly ash, because of 2.0 grade point ratio are invited
omore end from Spartanburg. its powdery nature, has long been to see Karl Brandt in the club
Hicks entered the game In the a nuisance material around large room tonight, October 7, *t 6:30.
steam plants, and it has only been
third quarter and scored Clemson's only touchdown on a 34 in recent years that some profitAmong those working on the
yard pass from Don King. He able uses for the material have bamboo project have been D.
been advanced.
maneuvered behind the V.. P. I.,
C. Brock, associate professor
One of the principal uses for of wood shop; E. F. Byars, assecondary, gathered the ball in
on about the 15 and outran the this fine ash has been in the sistant professor of mechanics
making of concrete, to which it and hydraulics; J. L. Edwards,
Tech defenders for the score.
Newj^Sllvered-Tlp" write*
On defense Harry teamed with imparts increased strength and associate professor of mechanicsl
the way you do^ggr. fine,water-tightness,
at
the
same
time
engineering;
J.
M.
Ford,
assistJoel Wells to stop the Gobblers'
end sweeps. This duo repeatedly replacing up to thirty per cent of ant professor of civil engineer- - medium or broad Tr. wfth»j
out changing points. Rebottled up the wide plays which the cement used. Chemical treat- ing; J. D. Glenn, assistant prohad been V. P. I.'s best offensive ment of the ash has yielded alloys fessor of civil engineering; R.
fills available in blue, red,
of iron-aluminum-silicon, various Hendricks, shop laboratory
weapon.'
green
or black ink. Get a.
Harry also had the distinction aluminim chemicals, and in some technician; J. C. Hubbard, asPaper-Mate
Pen iodaylA
cases
substantial
quantities
of
sociate professor of weaving; H.
of blocking two of Jack Dean's
punts. Hicks broke through the germanium, an element used ex- W. Humphreys, assistant protensively in the electronics indus- fessor of mechanics and hy• Bankers approve
line to deflect a Dean punt at
draulics; R. F. Nowack, assist• Ink can't smear
midfield only to have the effort try.
The Engineering Experiment ant professor of mechanical engo for naught as the Tigers were
or transfer
Station's
work
on
bamboo
was
ungineering; R. E. Perry, assistoffside. V. P. I. lined up again
•
Can't
leak
hi punt formation after the pen- dertaken, under contract, for the ant professor of mechanical enU.
S.
Department
of
Agriculgineering; J. R. Salley, Jr., inalty and Hicks, not to be outdone,
SHvered-Tip
knifed through again to partially ture's Division of Plant introduc- structor in chemistry and J. F.
tion
and
covered
drying
and
seaSutton, associate professor of
block Dean's boot.
refiils...49ti
soning tests and strength proper- mechanical engineering.
ties. Bamboo may well be an
CORRECTION NEEDED
Bulletins describing the work
important crop for South Carolina
Woman: "What's, your cat's farmers if sufficient uses for the on fly ash and bamboo may be
name, little boy?"
material can be developed un- obtained, gratis, by qualified per
Boy: "Ben Hur."
der the Clemson program. Con- sons or organizations by writing
Woman: "Thats a funny name tracts with USDA are negotiated to the Engineering Experiment
for a cat. How did you happen to yearly, and it is hoped the work Station at Clemson and asking for
pick up such a name for it?"
will be continued until a number bulletin number six (6) on fly
Traded
Boy: "Well, we just called him of profitable uses of bamboo are ash or bulletin number seven (7)
Ben until he had kittens."
on bamboo.
developed.

g uaptures
Esquire Award
For The Week

Uses For Nuisance
Materials Are Now
Being Developed

Alpha Chi Sigma
Holds Meeting For
New Members

SUCCESS STORY...

f

AND HOW IT STARTED.*.
ADMIRAL BROCKMAN says: "I prepped
at Baltimore Polytech, found I liked
math and electrical engineering—
Required subjects for a Navy career.
But it was getting licked in lacrosse
by the Navy plebes that got me
interested in Annapolis. My break oii
an appointment came when two
ahead of me failed
on exams. I worked
hard to graduate,
got into sub class,
did some teaching,
eventually earned my
own sub command."

Harry James will play for the
Friday night dance, Homecoming, Nov. 5. More will be announced later.

TIGER TAVERN
A DELIGHTFUL COFFEE SHOP WITH
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House
HOURS:

7 A. M. 'TIL MIDNIGHT

WILL BE OPEN LATE FOR ALL DANCES!

Start smoking Camels f^
yOUrSelf. Make the 30-Day
Camel Mildness Test. Smoke only
Camels for 30 days - see for yourself
Why Camels' cool mildness and rich
flavor agree with more people than
any other cigarette!

AGREE WITH MORE PEOPLE THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE!
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THE TIGER — "He Boats For Clemson A & M"

Collitch Man Goes Gone Over
Real Gone Dance Week End

Sgt. W. E. Slivka
Awarded Diploma

By PICK COLLINS
Among the most important of important events during the
school year for a Clemson cadet is living it up during a dance
week end. This article (?) will attempt to give a true to
life description of the satisfaction obtained and sacrifices
made in making this dance week-end a wonderful, bank
breaking experience.
It's not much trouble for a
cadet to get a date for the dances.
After all most boys have a steady,
and if she can't come theres always a first alternate whom he
dates on the side. Anyway,1 who
ever heard of an all American
boy who doesn't have at least two
girls who thinks he is God's gift
to women.
After the date problem is solved
all there is to worry about is a
place for her to stay. One way
or another he gets her a place
even if he has to make reservations in the Hotel Quadrangle.
The next, and probably the most
difficult problem is scraping up
enough of those green things called dollars to cover expenses. Two
dollars from home, three dollars
from the company loan fund, and
a dollar for those old English
themes plus the remainder from
his girl makes the financial situation seem well in hand.
Finally -the big moment is here
and he is standing beside her. He
honestly believes he is the envy
of every cadet at Clemson. Isn't
that sweet? They make their
plans for the evening and depart
with great anticipation. The
dance, that night is as dreamy as
possible, the music is so romantic.
They leave during intermission
and before they know it it is
morning already. There are so
many things that make these
dances so unforgetable.
The next formation they meet
Is the Saturday football game.
The sun is very hot and so is the
visiting football team, but' the
game is a thriller from start to
finish.
The Saturday night dance lives
Up to all expectations, and takes
first place in their list of memories. A snack at the Tiger Tavern
and a ride through the rolling
hills of Clemson bring down the
curtains on a perfect week-end.
The sad experience of parting on
Sunday afternoon is the only unpleasant part of a wonderful time.
One consolation, however,' is the
thought of other dance week-ends
cf the future.
After he sacks out on Sunday
night he thinks back and re-lives
every moment of the week-end.
Although he is broke, downhearted, and tired as a dead Trojan, he wouldn't take anything
for the good times of the past two
days. (Well, almost anything!)

FLORIDA POTENT
(Continued from page 5)
Ida -as the best blocker on the
team as well as a great running
back.
When the Gators need that extra yard, they have much to put
their hopes on in such bulldozing
halfbacks as senior Joe Brodsky
6' 2" 210, and Roy Hammock, a
6' 200 bruiser who is a junior
college graduate and is playing
his first year at Florida. Hammock is rated by Clemson coaches
as the best back on offense and
a deamon on defense who makes
as high as 75 per cent of Florida's
tackles.
Up front the Florida line
which averages 210 pounds,
presents such talent at Captain
Jerry Bilyk, a 6' 1" 200 end
and potent defender at the
flank; along with center Steve
De La Torre, 6' 195, who was
Florida's best lineman of 1953.
In the last meeting between
the two schools Clemson was
humiliated in a game in which
the Tigers had six passes intercepted and lost the ball four times
on fumbles before going down to
a great Florida team by a score
of 54-13. This bitter memory
plus a hunger for victory in the
Tiger camp should produce a
rough, tough scrap in the Gator
Bowl Saturday night.

A portion of the crowd attending the RAT HOP
last Friday night enjoys a slow number by the
Jungaleers. The dances, Friday and Saturday.

A. T. Mitchell Is
Popular Member
Of Senior Class
Senior personality for this
week is Allston T. Mitchell, a
textile engineering major of
Greenville. .
"A. T.", as he is called by most
of his friends, is president of the
student body this year. He is
also president of the South Carolina Student Government Association.
Allston was president of his
class during his sophomore and
junior years and did an excellent job of planning the JuniorSenior banquet last year.
This
included a very successful Varieties Show last spring. At present he is treasurer of the Block
C Club and a member of Blue
Key and Tiger Brotherhood.
"A. T." has shown a great interest in sports at Clemson. He
lettered in track as a freshman
and also played freshman basketball. He holds the college
record in the high jump and has
won in state and conference
meets in the last two years.
He hasn't neglected his studies
during his stay at Clemson, either. He won the Fiberglas scholarship for the last two years and
has made honors every semester
save one. At present he has an
accumulative ratio of 3.78. After graduation Allston plans to
attend graduate school.
This year finds Allston busy
with various student government
problems. He is also a civilian
hall proctor and handles the
football ushers. He still finds
time for pastimes of which he'
claims sports and Clemson dances as favorites.

Thursday, October 7, i

nights, were attended by large crowds. (TIGER
photo by Bob Huey.)

Water Scarcity
Is Big Problem
Large Population, Industry
Lower Water Table Level
By F. H. H. CALHOUN
The day has come when one of our most common substances is becoming scarce, yet the demand for it increases every
day. A growing population and new demands from industrial and domestic uses of all kinds create an acute problem
I speak of water.
We must learn how to get more
water into the ground, how to
economize in using it; and how to
approach the problem of water
control so as to arrive at a sane
and fair solution which gives
everyone a fair deal.
OBviously any commission appointed to work on this problem
should represent agricultural, industrial, and municipal interests.
No one group would ever be satisfied with what the others plan
for it. Such a commission should
be able to answer such questions
as these.
What is the relation of ground
water to the water table?
What is the relation of the
water table to the topography of
the surface?
What is responsible for desert
areas? Swamps?
What must be avoided in trying to remedy such conditions?
What is the relation of ground
water to artesian water?
Is there salty ground water?
What is its relation to fresh
ground water?
What happens if the surface of
such water is lowered?
What is a peached water table?
What are the natural causes of
fluctuation of the water table?
The artificial causes?
What is the difference between
a spring and seepage?

Water is as important to us as
the air we breathe. The people
of any community have a right
to pure water and it is essential
that this right be protected. We
need water for everyday living,
for plant growth, and' for a bewildering number of industrial
uses.
First we should rededicate ourselves to getting the greatest possible amount of rainfall into the
ground, and not let it evaporate
excessively, prevent it from running off the surface, cutting gullies, washing off the soil, and
forming easy escapes of what
should become underground water. It would seem that the water which falls as rain on a man's
farm should belong to him as
long as he can hold it. He should
be willing to work and plan to
save his rainfall in the ways just
described.
But this subject is much more
than passing laws for the farmer
to handle this water entirely to
his own advantage. One of the
most difficult aspects will be
handling the question of water
pollution. Industry should be required to return water as pure as
it found it. Pollution can ruin
water for healthful use. Catawba
River is known as the "big sewer." Incidentally sewage of mu-

M/Sgt. Walter E. Slivka, of
the Air Force ROTC Department
at Clemson College was recently
awarded a diploma by the USAF
Extension Course Institute for
successfully completing the Basic
Budgetary Accounting and Disbursing Correspondence Course,
one of a series of special correspondence courses offered by ECI.
These courses are based on subject matter presented at resident
Air Force schools.
The Institute also offers four
general Air Force education
courses based on the curricula of
the Air Force Officer Candidate
School, the Squadron Officer and
Field Officer Courses of the Air
Command and Staff School, and
the Air War College.
Qualified members of the Armed Forces, the Civil Air Patrol,
and civilian employees of the
Air Force may enroll for ECI
courses.

Community Group Parking Lot-Owner
To Meet Friday
Finds That There
An important meeting of the
Clemson Community Council will Are JHonest People
be held Friday evening, October
15, 1954 at 7:30 o'clock in the
New Chemistry Building Auditorium. The budget committee of
the Council has completed a study
of requests for funds from local
organizations and the Board of
Directors is now prepared to. submit recommendations for campaign goals to the council in general session. Clemson residents
are always invited to attend the
meetings of the Clemson Community Council, but for this particular meeting, all townspeople
are urged to come. This is a
community project and the help
of everyone is needed to guarantee
a successful campaign.
The annual funds for eight local and six national organizations
will be combined into one united
effort and is scheduled for October 31-November 6.
POT CALLING THE KETTLE
BLACK?
Mrs. Smythe: "There is no
honesty anywhere! My maid has
run away and taken three of my
best dresses."
Mrs. Browne: "Which ones,
dear?"
Mrs. Smythe: "Those I smuggled through the customs when I
returned from Paris!"
nicipalities should be controlled.
It has been said that water is
like a tramp—it travels the line
of least resistance, taking what it
can, dropping what it has no use
for. If the whole problem is not
intelligently handled and its fundamentals understood there is a
likelihood it will bring great disaster to any area.

Jan Gates Opens Casting For New
Little Theatre Production This Season

By PETE PECK
Outstanding among Little Theatre Personalities is Mrs. Jan
Gates who has been associated with the group since its beginning in 1948. She was first recognized for her acting ability and received leading roles in "Our Town" and "Hay Fever."
She was then asked to try her
hand at directing, and did so
with great success. Her first attempt was "How She Lied to Her
Husband", then she did "The
Empty Shoe". Perhaps one of
her most notable jobs was "Suppressed'Desires", which still holds
the record for the most performances of a Little Theatre Play. It
was also "on the road" and traveled to Toccoa, Georgia, where it
was presented to the Woman's
Club.
Jan -was greatly enthused
over the possibility of doing a
play in the round and was one
of the Pioneers of this idea for
the local group. She was given
the job of directing "Squaring
the Circle" and decided that it
would go over much better If
done in the round. The results
were even better than anticipated and the audience participation was tremendous—
particularly when the sausage
fell on somebody in the front
row on the second night.
Jan's next play was "The Little
Foxes" which was unique in more
ways than one. It was not only
done in the round, but also had
an "upstairs" too. The job of
directing a play is perhaps the
hardest job of all. It requires the
art of being able to judge the personality of each character and
then transforming the actors into
these personalities. Jan has unique ability in this fcnse and
everyone wht> saw "Little Foxes"
will remember how well each
actor did his part.

Ray Blair of San Diego, Calif.,
not only believes that people are
Jan is now casting for her
honest, but he has staked his living on that premise. Blair, who
latest play "The Mad Woman
not long ago founded the "Honor
of Chaillot". She hinted to me
System Parking" lot idea, has
that she would like to do It In
had faith vindicated. His parking
the round, as it has some exlot makes money and he has only
cellent background scenery and,
been cheated on one or two ocbeing a foreign play would
casions.
actually bring a little part of
There are no attendants on the
Paris right into the audience's
Honor System lot. You park your
lap.
own car, and pay when you leave.
But there is no one around to
watch how much money you
leave in the coin box. You are
on your own—and on your honor.
Blair has found that when you
The vfall session of the South
show people that you trust them;
Carolina Division of the Southern
they will reciprocate. "The orTextile. Association was held Satdinary person when properly INTRAMURAL
urday morning, October 2, in the
treated responds in a decent and
(Continued from page 5)
Clemson Textile building. About
honorable manner almost all the
time," he says. "I believe in peo- football begins. It is expected 200 people were present for a
ple. I think that's the only way that each company will have a talk by Mr. S. A. Roane of the
team. There are students now Abbott Machine Company in
to live." .
who are not attached to any com- Greenville on "Rewinding and
Recently a customer met Blair pany. If any group of such stu- Requilling Filling Yarn."
and told him that he had no dents desire to have a touch footThe results of a questionnaire
change in his pocket a few days ball team, it can be arranged by on mill cleaning were also disago, when he came to pick up his having those who room on a hall cussed by those present. Reprecar. "I felt guilty for two days together or in some other area sentatives from various mills who
until I came to your lot again, such as pre-fabs, submit a list attended the meeting were asked
and dropped an extra dime in the of players to Mr. Cooper at the what means their mills had used
box for the hour I had parked Y. M. C. A. Games will be sche- in cleaning plants and machinery.
previously," the man said.
duled on Mondays, Wednesdays,
A luncheon was held for those
Blair hopes to see his idea and Fridays of each week, be- attending the meeting, following
the close of the business session.
spread throughout the country. ginning at 4:20 p. m.
He has put out a little copyrighted booklet on how to operate
Honor System Parking Lots. The
idea is important—not the name.
SANDWICHES - - SHORT ORDERS
Sometimes people forget the
name. Not long ago a man drove
into the lot and asked Blair: "Is
Located On Seneca Highway
this the 'in God we trust' lot?"

Textile Group
Holds Meet Here

BILL & HATTIE'S DRIVE-IN

Wildlife Club
To Meet Monday
"The Clemson Wildlife Club
will meet Monday* October 11 at
7:00 p. m. in the Chemistry Auditorium.
Marlin H. Bruner will report
on the Land Use Area.
Lewis Riley will show some excellent and appropriate movies
including the one he made of the
geese at Gaddy's Pond, _ North
Carolina."

Boggs Selected
Acting Postmaster

Herman B. Boggs was sworn in
as acting postmaster at Clemson
last Thursday afternoon, September 30. He succeeds the late R.
L. Morris, who died of a heart
attack in August.
Mr. Boggs has worked with the*
post office for 19 years. He is a
native of Clemson and graduated
It's what you learn after you from the college in the class of
1924. The new acting postmaster
know it all, that counts.
is married and has two children.

PATRONIZE
OUR
ADVERTISERS

NEW FALL SLACKS AT

HOKE SLOAN
All Sizes White Pants .,.. Best Grade!

CAROLINA DINING ROOM
jU. S. HIGHWAY 123 - - SENECA, S. C.

All the Fried Chicken or Speckled Trout
WILBUfc JUST WOKE UP TO

You Can Eat!

THE FACT THAT HE? IN CLASS!

Served with Garden Salad, French Fries, Hot Biscuits and Butter

KEEP ALERT FOR A
BETTER POINT AVERAGE!

ALL FOR $1.25

Don't let that "drowsy feeltog" cramp your style in class
... or when you're "hitting
the books". Take a NoDoz
Awakener! In a few minutes,
you'll be your normal best...
wide awake . . . alert! Your
doctor will tell you—NoDoz
Awakeners are safe as coffee.
Keep a pack handy!

TREMENDOUS CUT OF BARBECUED CHICKEN

$1.25
All Steaks Are Strictly Western Beef .... The
Very Best Available!

15 TABLETS, 35c
•PW-Brta"
pack
35 tablets
ID handy tin
69«

f

MOQOZ
AWAKlNfRS ,

CLEMSON STUDENTS WELCOME

It's the FILTER that Counts
and L*M has the Best!
L&1VT *s sweePinS the country... a
1VJ. smash success, overnight! No
cigarette ever went so far so fast, because
no filter compares with L&M's exclusive
miracle tip for quality or effectiveness.
From L&M you get much more flavor,
much less nicotine... a light and mild

smoke. And you enjoy all this in king size
or regular, both at the same low price.
Our statement of quality goes unchallenged. L&M is America's highest quality
and best filter tip cigarette.
Buy L&Ms—king size or regular—they're
just what the doctor ordered

]£M-AMERICA'S HIGHEST QUALITY FILTER CIGARETTE
p LIGGETT &

MYERS TOBACCO CO*

